OUR CAT’S HOME
While a cat can sleep anywhere, give your cat its own “home”!!
Easy to make using Bosal’s foam Cat Bed!
				

MATERIALS

FABRIC (WOF = width of fabric usually 42/44”)
The cat bed can be made with one fabric (3¼ yards includes lining) or several.
Instructions for using 2½” strips, pre-quilted fabric or Minkee are also included.
				

*A.
*B.

OUTSIDE BOTTOM		
SIDES				

¾ yard (includes lining)
1 ½ yards (includes lining)

OR If using separate fabrics for the components of the side:
OUTSIDE SIDES - ½ yard, RIM - ¼ yard, INSIDE SIDES - ½ yard
and LINING				
1 yard
OR For a striped look, use 2½” strips 16 strips
and LINING				
1 yard
INSIDE BOTTOM 		
¾ yard
PILLOW			
¾ yard
PILLOW BINDING		
¼ yard
* If using pre-quilted fabric for the outside bottom, sides, pillow, you
will need 2 yards. No side/bottom batting. You will still need inside bottom
fabric, pillow binding and pillow batting.
If using Minkee fabric, 60” wide, for the outside bottom, sides, pillow,
you will need 2 yards. No side/bottom batting. You will still need inside bottom
fabric, pillow binding and pillow batting. Make sure that you stabilize Minkee
before cutting by fusing it to fusible cotton.
C.
*D.
E.

FOAM CAT BED FORM
			

by Bosal Item # CB1

SIDE/BOTTOM BATTING
ONE crib size (45” x 60”) cotton batting (or use up your leftovers)
OR 1½ yards of Duet Fuse II by Bosal, a double-sided fusible batting
			
PILLOW BATTING 		
20” square
For a cushy pillow, use Bosal’s Upholstery batting or any high-loft batting
			

Other Tools: Sewing Machine. Batting seam tape. Circle drawing tool like
Creative Grids Quick Trim and Circle Ruler. Parchment
paper or Teflon ironing sheet, if using fusible batting.
Scissors (both large and small), rotary mat, 60mm rotary
cutter, acrylic rulers, chalk, seam ripper, measuring tape.
Optional: Aleene’s Fabric Fusion Spray-On Fusible Web.
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